Present: Peter Stanton, Maxine Beecher, Bernadette Kroon, Lisa Joyce, Susan Henderson, Alan Cardinal, Carol Kilroy, April Caricchio

**Developing a more user friendly “Handle” for our Committee:**
Various suggestions were made. Peter moved and April seconded the motion: We needed to help our original committee name but that we would adopt Age Friendly South Portland as our handle. All voting members present approved. We will ask Chad to consider some logo ideas.

**Sand Buckets:** Language for advertising programs was discussed. It was noted that mobility challenged or differently were preferred by many to term disabled. People with mobility challenges are eligible to get sand buckets delivered.
Phil is sending out letters requesting donations of buckets. Letter had a typo that Sue said she would get addressed and have our handle added.
Ann Marie, from TRIAD, will help line up volunteers for delivery on a specific days (a Nov. work party).
Dan Hogan and Alan Cardinal can help deliver before storms.
Public works will take calls and keep a database of requests and deliveries
Public works will print labels for the buckets.
Peter and Phil will do publicity. There will be a flyer for the Nov. 8 Senior Expo at Community Center.
Money. Peter’s request for funding to purchase 400 buckets incrementally as needed was made as a motion by Alan, seconded by April and approved by all members present. (It takes a while for donations to be approved, so we need to start buying buckets now)

At the next meeting we need to discuss grants (April and Lisa) and Lisa’s meeting.

Ended 5:45
Sue recording